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Abstract. Shading has a great impact to the human perception of 3D
objects. Thus, in order to create or to deform a 3D object, it seems
natural to manipulate its perceived shading. This paper presents a new
solution for the software implementation of this idea. Our approach is
based on the ability of a user to coarsely draw a shading, under different
lighting directions. With this intuitive process, users can create or edit
a height field (locally or globally), that will correspond to the drawn
shading values. Moreover, we present the possibility to edit the shading
intensity by means of a specular reflectance model.
Key words: Shape Modeling, Image Based Modeling, Shape From
Shading.
1 Introduction
The shape of a virtual or real 3D object is
mainly perceived by its shading. Our brain is
able to infer shape, with only a few ambigu-
ities, from shading alone [18, 1]. In drawings
and paintings artists use shading to suggest
shape. Thus, it seems natural to develop an
approach based on shading for modeling and
editing 3D objects.
Using painting and drawing techniques is not new in computer graphics.
Sketching approaches (e.g. [28, 11]) have already explored different solutions as
fast and intuitive interfaces for creating and editing 3D models. These solutions
have shown that a shape can be reconstructed from a set of strokes, lines (e.g.
[28]), or from a defined gesture grammar (e.g. [11]).
In our new approach, we want to achieve a different interaction. The user
draws what the final object should look like under different lighting conditions.
We believe that it is more intuitive to manipulate a height field by its shading
rather than directly the height (see figure above). In this modeling approach,
the visual feedback is not provided by the direct visualization of the shape, but
by a classical 2D drawing/painting. This process is a direct transfer from the
visualization of an object in an artist’s mind to the drawing. Then, a height field
is inferred from these shading images, with a minimal difference of the drawn
shading.
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TIn this paper, we present the following contributions: (i) an intuitive approachfor height field modeling, based on drawn shading images, that is not restrictedto integrable shadings; (ii) some editing tools, based on shading editing; (iii)some enhancement tools, based on shading editing. Note that we generate onlysome height fields. However, these kind of models can still be very useful for,material replacement in image [7], or adding relief to planar surfaces [12], toname just a few.This paper is organized as follows: after an overview of previous work of
shape from shading and sketching interfaces, we briefly present our solution for
shape recovery from shading images. Afterwards, we develop our approach for
the creation of new height fields and editing of existing ones. Finally, we present
some results and applications of this work before we conclude.
2 Previous Work
Many techniques are used by artists in order to suggest the object’s shape, like
characteristic lines (or contour lines) or well-designed shading. Since drawing
is a familiar task for a lot of people, many researchers have developed some
tools inspired by these drawing/painting metaphors, mostly know as “sketching”.
These approaches can be classified into two categories: the line or stroke based
techniques on the one hand, and the gesture based on the other hand.
The most common approach is to infer a 3D volume from a set of charac-
teristic lines drawn by a user [6, 24, 25]. This can also be done interactively [17,
20]. The ambiguities can be removed by a user-selection of an object list that
corresponds to the drawing [16, 8]. But these approaches are limited to polyhe-
dral models or pre-defined shapes. With other methods, users can design more
complex 3D lines, but the final model is still limited to a wireframe one [22].
On the other hand, the stroke-based approaches allow a larger range of possible
3D lines and 3D curves [21, 2]. They are mostly limited to illustration since they
cannot really reconstruct a full 3D object.
On the other hand, gesture-based approaches can create a larger range of
shapes [28, 11, 15]. Such methods are based on a gesture grammar which is in-
terpreted to define a contour extrusion. These methods allow a global control on
the resulting shape, however, a local control is more difficult.
As the shading mostly depends on the normal (i.e., the local variation of the
surface), it seems natural to use it for a better control on the resulting shape.
Extending the work of Williams [26], Overveld introduced a shape modeling
method by painting the surface gradient [23]. Some constraints guarantee that a
solution exists, but they disallow the use of classical 2D paint programs and thus
reduce the user’s freedom. An original approach to edit shape by using shading
information was introduced by Rushmeier et al. [19]. This method was used to
restore the original shape by using a shading image associated with the region
to be edited. This approach is convenient to edit small parts of an existing 3D
shape, but it is not adapted to create a new shape without an initial 3D model.
Moreover, this approach can suffer from the limitation of the shading intensity
contained in only one shading image.
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TThe first method to reconstruct shape from shading intensity was introducedby Horn in the 70’s years [9]. From this first approach, a variety of different meth-ods appeared, but as shown in the survey from Tsang et al. [30], these methodsare not robust, especially for the reconstruction from real images. This low ro-bustness represents an important drawback to envisage the shape reconstructiononly from the shading information of the drawings.Even if we suppose a robust shape from shading method, the following pointsare always problematic:
– A first reason is the well known concave/convex ambiguity [18, 1], which
becomes particularly apparent when the light source is located in the viewing
direction. This ambiguity implies the use of an initial guess in order to recover
the shape in such a light source direction.
– When the light source is not in the viewing direction, there is the presence of
shadows or inter-reflection. As a consequence, there are image areas which
do not contain valid shading information.
– If we consider a drawing, the shading intensity could correspond to an im-
possible shading image [10]. For example, a compact dark blotch on unit
brightness background cannot be a shaded image of a surface with continu-
ous first derivatives.
– A large number of methods first recover normal orientations and then inte-
grate them in order to recover the shape of the final surface. In the presence
of noise, the final shape depends on the integration method.
A possible alternative to avoid the problem of a non unique solution of the
shape from shading problem is to use more shading information by considering
several images associated to different light source directions. This approach,
called photometric stereo, was introduced by Woodham [27]. It provides a unique
solution for the surface orientation. The results obtained from real data are
degraded by noise, shadows, or integrability of the surface normal. There are
several approaches that used N light source directions, as for example in [29],
but the main drawback is the requirement of a large number of images in order
to obtain a precise reconstruction.
3 Shape Reconstruction from Shading Intensity
Since our goal is the reconstruction of a shape from one or several shading images
which can differ from real shading intensity, we need a really robust reconstruc-
tion method. Classical shape from shading or photometric stereo methods are
often not robust both in terms of noise and photometric information. For all
these reasons, we used a robust approach which shows precise reconstructions
with a few number of images [3].
3.1 Reconstruction by equal height region propagation
The reconstruction method introduced in [3, 13] is based on the equal height re-
gion propagation. The strategy of reconstruction consists in considering different
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Tcontours of equal height in order to reduce the number of solutions. Generally, itis convenient to define the surface normal orientation by the partial derivativesp and q of the surface that is defined as the bivariate elevation function Z(x, y).Another possibility is to consider the decomposition of the normal vector by theazimuth (φ) and polar angle (θ). Now, if we assume that the horizontal compo-nent (φ0) of the normal vector is known, it can be shown that for a Lambertiansurface the solution for the vertical orientation of the normal vector is reducedto the two following solutions:
θ = arctan
„−ω ±
√
−K4 + K2 + ω2K2
K2 − ω2
«
, (1)
with K = Li
√
1 + p2s + q
2
s , ω = ps cosφ + qs sin φ and ps, qs are associated to
the light source direction. Li represents the image intensity.
There are several strategies to select one of the two possible solutions. For
example, some continuity constraints can be applied according to the neighbor-
hood, but a more robust approach consists in using more than one shading image
in order to overcome this ambiguity.
The reconstruction principle is based on the evolution of patches initialized
according to the plane areas of the source images which are orthogonal to the
viewer direction. From these initial regions, the reconstruction is made by di-
rectly estimating the height of the points that are connected to the patch. In
a second step, after this height estimation, the patches are updated by adding
all the points for which their new height is included in the equal height inter-
val. This condition is used in order to keep the frontier points of the patch at
the same height and thus limiting the possible number of solutions as shown
previously.
More details about this height estimation and the patch evolution can be
found in [3].
3.2 Extension to specular models
Since the height estimation process is not explicitly based on the mathemat-
ical expression of the Lambertian surface, this method can be extended to
other reflection models such as the extended Lambertian model or the spec-
ular/Lambertian model. For the reconstruction of glossy surfaces, we have used
the hybrid specular/Lambertian model based on the model of Nayar et al. [14]
containing two terms associated to the diffuse and specular component:
I = ρld max(0, cos(θi)) + ρlse
α
2
2σ (2)
where α is the angle between the normal and the bisector vector of the incident
light source and the viewer direction. ρld and ρls represent the coefficient of the
diffuse and specular component respectively, and σ is associated to the roughness
surface. Note that the specular spike was note considered.
Generally the Lambertian model associated to a matt surface seems to be
well adapted to intuitively draw or complete an existing source image. This
model presents the advantage to have an intensity distribution which appears
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the reflectance map of a Lambertian (a) and a specular surface
(b). The iso-intensity contours are represented in dark.
well adapted according the normal of the surface. Such a distribution can be
visualized on the reflectance map which is usually used to represent the distri-
bution of the reflected intensity with respect to the normal orientation (φ, θ). An
example of a reflectance map associated to a Lambertian surface is represented
in Fig. 1-(a). Now, if we consider the reflectance map of glossy/specular models,
it appears that the intensity is concentrated in a region associated to the normal
orientation near the direction of the light source. This distribution is well visible
on the reflectance map in Fig. 1-(b).
From these comparisons of different types of reflectance maps, one can think
that it is more difficult for a user to draw fine details with a Lambertian re-
flectance model since it implies a large precision in using the different shading
intensities. On the other hand, with the specular reflectance, fine details could be
easier to draw since the intensity gradient is much more important in a particular
direction.
4 Creation, Editing and Enhancement of Height Fields
Generally, before the final drawing of an object or a character, an artist draws
multiple sketches for the different viewing directions and the different lighting
conditions. We use this technique for the development of our new modeling and
editing approach.
4.1 Creating the height field
The first step in the creation of a new height field is the definition of the local and
global contours. These can be directly drawn (see Fig. 2-(a)) or extracted from
existing images (see Fig. 5-(b)). This step plays an important role since it could
help the user to locate the main features in the different drawings associated
to different light source directions. These images are the support of the shading
definition and contain some discontinuities that we want to keep in the final
reconstruction.
In the second step, the user can draw the different shading information asso-
ciated to several predefined light source directions (see Fig. 2). The orientation
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2. Generating source images (b-d) from an initial contour (a). The Images (b-d)
are the three of the four images used for the reconstruction. The shading has been
drawn according to the light source direction with a vertical orientation of 45◦ and a
horizontal orientation defined by the arrow.
of the light source direction can be chosen by the user according to different
intervals. Note that this step can be done using a classical drawing software, or
directly on a real paper by using a scanner, thanks to our robust reconstruction.
The final step is the reconstruction itself. As the reconstruction is done off-
line, the whole process is not interactive compared to interactive height field
reconstruction, like in [23]. But during the whole process, the user has a direct
feedback of what the final height field would look like by means of the shading
that is currently drawn.
4.2 Height field enhancement and completion
We can also use a similar idea to enhance an existing height field or the result
of the previous reconstruction. Since a height field can be represented as a gray-
scaled image, all 2D filters can be directly applied. But, once again, the direct
manipulation of height values is less intuitive than the manipulation of shading
values. We propose here a three step process. First, we extract some shading
images from the existing height field for several light directions. Note that this
step is not needed when we already have shading images, like those obtained
in the previous section. Then, these images are filtered locally or globally and
shape from shading is performed on these new shading images.
We also propose to use a similar approach to add the missing part of an
existing object. As for the creation, we can use 2D painting tools to achieve
this task. This again is a three step process. We first extract shading images for
different light directions. As for the height field enhancement, this step is not
needed if we already have the shading images. In the second step, the missing
parts can be manually added by using for example the clone-brush of image
editing software, or an automatic process like in [5]. We can use all the power of
2D painting/drawing approaches for completing the missing part of an existing
object. The last step is also the final reconstruction.
Compared to mesh-based solution like in [4], we are more restricted (only
a 2.5D object), but our approach gives the complete freedom to the user for
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lustrated by a rendering and a 3D
visualization.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. Reconstruction obtained from other draw-
ings (image (a)). The image (b) was obtained after
rendering the resulting surface and (c) is the 3D
visualization with the original contour of Fig. 2-(a)
used to create the source image (a).
drawing the missing part, by exploiting all its expertise and knowledge about
the edited model. We also believe that it is more intuitive to complete the miss-
ing shading than the missing height field. Moreover, it can be done by a non
computer experimented user, independently of a specified modeling tool.
5 Results
In this section, we present reconstruction results of different types of drawings,
the application for height field enhancement, as well as original applications.
5.1 Reconstruction from drawing patterns
From the previous drawings of Fig. 2, we applied the reconstruction with the
four source images. The reflectance model used for the reconstruction was the
Lambertian model for which the albedo was estimated automatically according
to the patch initialization on plane areas (i.e., the front and the cheeks of the
face). The resulting height field was initially flat and the height interval was
adjusted in order to obtained a better visual effect on the resulting surface. Fig. 3-
(a-b) illustrates the final result of the reconstruction. The image (a) was obtained
after rendering the resulting height field with a non-distant light source and by
a combined specular/Lambertian model. The initial contour was superimposed
with the rendered image. In the same way, the image (b) of the Fig. 3 shows the
3D visualization of the reconstructed surface.
From the same contour used to create the previous drawings, we have gen-
erated four coarse shading images using a classical drawing software. The image
(a) of Fig. 4 shows one of the four images used for the reconstruction. These
images were first filled by the shading intensity corresponding to plane areas
according to the light source direction. Then, different areas were whitened or
blackened in an intuitive way. The resulting surface presents a different aspect
than the previous example and the final result perfectly fits the initial contour
that is superimposed to the resulting surface (Fig. 4-(b-c)).
These two previous examples were generated from the creative imagination
of the user. On the other hand, the user can be inspired from an existing image.
For example, let us consider the drawing of the Fig. 5-(a). From this image we
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 5. Generating sources images (c) from an existing drawing (a-b). The resulting
shape is shown in (d). The images (e-h) illustrate the application to image rendering.
c©Brahy/Corbeyran/Braquelaire–Dargaud-Bénélux (s.a. Dargaud-Lombard n.v.)-2004
can first extract the region of interest for which the user wants to recover the
depth map. Then, the different contours associated to the main features can be
extracted in order to help the user to generate the source images. The image (b)
shows the contours extraction obtained from different features as the lip, the nose
or the brow. It can be done manually by simply selecting the region of interest
and by applying a threshold on this region. Afterwards, the selected region was
filled with the intensity associated to a plane area according to the light source
direction (with a vertical angle θ = 45◦) and the Lambertian reflectance model.
As the previous example, the shading intensity was drawn intuitively on the
source images (Fig. 5-(c)). These images were drawn using the Gimp software
and by using the source image superimposed by the transparency of the drawing.
When the four images have been drawn, the reconstruction can be applied as
described previously. The initial patches were initialized according the plane
areas. The image (d) of Fig. 5 shows a 3D visualization of the resulting height
field with the contour image.
5.2 Application to image rendering
These reconstruction results can be used for original applications. A possible
application is to use the resulting height field in order to improve the origi-
nal drawing from the initial image. For example, it is possible to obtain new
illumination effects by adding a light source including shading areas and shad-
ows defined from the height field. The source image was used as a texture that
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Fig. 6. Illustration of result obtained from image completions. The image (b) was
obtained after completing the image (a). The reconstruction result after the completion
of the three source images is shown in (c).
is mapped to the associated height field. Fig. 5 illustrates such obtained new
rendering effects. The initial image is shown in Fig. 5-(a) and the new images
obtained with different light source directions and different material properties
is illustrated in the images (e-g). The resulting images appear still similar to
the source images, but they look more realistic than the original. Thanks to the
height field which allows to use a non-distant light source rendering, using not
only the normals of the surface, but also the height of each point of the surface.
Another application consists in applying blurring effects on the original source
image. Since not only the normals of the surface are available, it is possible to
simulate a focal length on the original drawing. The image (h) of Fig. 5 illustrates
this effect.
5.3 Image restoration for shape reconstruction
In order to measure the possibility to use this approach to restore and reconstruct
shape, we have selected different old objects. A first example was an archaeologi-
cal object aged about 35,000 years. This object presents a missing part which was
broken (Fig. 6-(a)). In order to reconstruct the object entirely with the missing
part, we have completed the image by using the clone brush tools of an image
editing software (image (b)). The details of the missing part have been drawn
both by continuity and by applying archaeological criteria. Three images were
used for the reconstruction. The time to complete the source images was not so
much important and was around 20-30 minutes for each image. The resulting
surface presented in the Fig. 6-(c) shows as if it was the original object, and
there is no difference between the existing and the virtual part of the shape.
Finally, we have applied this main idea to a non-Lambertian object for the
reconstruction of an old coin dating from 1818. The coin was used meanwhile
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Fig. 7. Reconstruction results from image enhancement of specular object. The image
(a) represents one of the four images of the original object. The image (b) was obtained
after adding details on the original image (a). Images (c-e) illustrate the reconstruction
obtained from the previous images.
and a number of details were smoothed out or disappeared in comparison to a
better conserved coin (Fig. 7-(a)). In order to recover the aspect of the original
coin we have edited the four source images used for the reconstruction. It was
made by drawing details as the hair, or by accenting the contrast around the
letter contours which were smoothed into the original images. From the restored
images, we have applied the reconstruction, and all the details performed by the
drawing were well reconstructed and visible on the rendering of the resulting
height field (Fig. 7-(d)). The different coefficients of the Lambertian/Specular
model from Eq. 2 were approximatively estimated by a roughness coefficient
σ = 0.3 and by a diffuse/specular constant ρls = 0.7, ρld = 0.3.
The reconstructions were experimented on an Intel Pentium 3 1GHz with
256Mb of memory. The average times of the different reconstruction processes
were included between 2 and less than 5 minutes for a resolution of 500 × 488
(resolution of the coin of Fig. 7). The reconstruction process was not optimized
since the reconstruction can be done offline after all the drawings were made.
Note that the reconstruction process can be adapted to the partial reconstruction
of the surface when we consider an interactive surface reconstruction.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an original method for modeling height fields
from shading images. This approach, based on a robust reconstruction method,
allows the construction of a shape from shading that are manually drawn by a
user. We have presented three possible applications of such an approach, from
height field creation, to height field completion and enhancement. The creation
or editing process presented here consists always of three steps: users create ref-
erence images, and then edit or draw the shading for different lighting directions.
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TThe final step is a shape from shading reconstruction. Even if this work is stilllimited to height fields, it has shown that working on shading is an intuitiveapproach for modeling shapes.This work brings up several fields of reflection. First, we want to create a fullyintegrated tool that enhances the user-interaction. We also want to experimentmore 2D tools as modeling solutions through shading editing/creation. Finally,we consider to apply this reconstruction to full 3D object reconstruction andediting.
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